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0 of 9Credit: WWE.comThe first WWE Raw after Battleground offered fans the view of two veemos tangled with each other, a mass of men trying to remove them. The undertaker and Brock Lesnar began building their SummerSlam meeting in explosive fashion. Monsters digging their nails into each other are the highlight of a show that has provided a
healthy dose of ring action. Luke Harper and the Roman Kings collided. The big show found winning easy to come by. And the much-talked-about revolution in the women's department is underway, as the Wild have more time for the ring than they usually get in three editions of Primal Force. Usually, Raw nails opener and end, with the middle and middle
plot map suffering from a lack of energy. The opposite was true in Kansas City, Missouri. The show broke away after big moments in the late-night series by Reigns, Lesnar and Sasha Banks.It was a night that should not be judged on its final steps of limping, but rather by what it promises the things it has set for the future. Gravedigger returns to Raw 1 from
9C his hat receding in his forehead and blue light scarce on his skin, The Undertaker explained his actions in Battleground.It it's not just that Lesnar broke an undefeated streak in WrestleMania that made him violent, he and the constant reminder of paul hayman. Murdoch was angry, hungry for revenge, and he not only challenged Leicester to a fight, but
also to challenge his mortality. The usual supernatural and death-related images one might expect were abundant here. Stephanie McMahon and Trip X celebrated backstage. The main event SummerSlam falls into their sex tours. Memorable moments and quotesS stand here tonight relentless, ruthless, cold-blooded, vindictive, gloomy reaper. The grave of
12,000,000 0 Last night was my true resurrection. The grave of 12,000,000 0 Wyatt Erp has just returned to Tombstone for some unfinished business. — John Bradshaw Layfield.GradeB +AnalyticsMere, passionate delivery led to a strong promo here. The entrepreneur is not known as a wizard adviser, but it is a good job in terms of productivity. His anger
felt real; His presence is powerful. The lack of continuity holds him back. Why isn't Kane mentioned? Lesnar has just broken the ankle of The Undertaker's brother, and while that may not be the main reason for The Merdman attack on Sunday, it seems strange that this would not be part of his rage. Brie Bella vs. Charlotte 2 of 9Team Bad sat down for
comment as Charlotte and Brie Bella locked horns. The contestants' teammates stood in their respective corners, playing cheerleaders. Bree has dominated a lot. She mocks Sasha Banks between taking a picture with Charlotte in the ring. Charlotte's charged. With the crowd behind her, she threw herself and never got away. Even the kidnapping of Nikki
Bella can't deny her victory. The eight-figure soon knocked Bree, just Win on Battleground.ResultCharlotte wins by submission. Memorable moments and quotesNaomi calls micheal cole to get a name wrong. Bree imitates Daniel Bryan with a series of kicks to the chest. Charlotte delivers a series of thunderbolts. -Analysis of grade B-A-A,9-10-000, Bree and
Charlotte are decent. There weren't many highlights to talk about, and it wasn't a special choice in terms of action. But do your job. Charlotte has been portrayed as a threat to the Bellas. Tensions between the trio and bella's team are growing. WWE seems to be building something big between all these teams. The decisive victories that nxt newcomers show
is a smart way to move in that direction. The Premier's players against Los Matadors 3 of the 9A fast-paced team team game ended early. Teamwork and athletics from Los Matadores had Titus O'Neill and Darren Young in trouble at the start. But they have sold out as champions who have lowered their guard after a big win on the Battlefield. He throws his
enemies as if a tornado makes grass furniture. The new day came down in the ring. Their irritating brand of positivity is enough for distraction to scroll the bullfighters victory through a pin for a student. ResultLos Matador won through pins. O'Neill's memorable moments and quotes catch Fernando in the air and hit a back date. Grade C-AnalysisAzlagi has
WWE pulled out the excessive, cheap distraction. It's let the air come out of the match move. New Day and Prime Time players put a good game on the Battlefield. Their chemistry suggests that they could do something special together if WWE put some creativity into storytelling with their feud. So far, it's been an approach to a better book. This tired means
of hostility is no different. The Miz vs. Big Show 4 from 9Large Show, a toy with The Miz, a lion that crushes into the mouse. The big man was after Giz. Once he got caught, he screwed him up with a little resistance. The rare flying step won him over. The world's greatest athlete then grabbed a microphone and barked at Ryback. He said he would come for
the Intercontinental Championship before tying his upcoming appearance on Tough Enough.Score, won through pins. Memorable moments and quotesLarge show hits the diving elbow drop from the second top rope. I'il feed Ryback a fist. - Big Show.GradeD-analysisSal essentially was the scene from Battleground, stretched out for a little longer. It's hard to
pull any of these guys, as the two-fifths of the feud are left without his wounded baby face. It wasn't a great rivalry before the championship slide disappeared, but now it feels pointless. WWE makes a mistake, with Miz looking so weak. Making him look like a threat to Ryback's title raises uncertainty about the outcome of the match. Now that we're meeting
triple threat, we're going to feel like two Titans while between them. The plug has as heavy a hand as you can get. Big Show did its best to make this average promo ad feel natural, but even the best workers microphones will struggle with it. The Undertaker and Brock Lesnar Don't Want to Wait, while SummerSlam5 by 9Paul Heyman talks about how Brock
Lesnar cheated at the World Heavyweight Championships. He told Lesnar's story with the Undertaker and reminded us that his client broke the dead man's invincible series in WrestleMania.He talked about doing it personally between Lesnar and the Undertaker just before Phenom himself appeared. The undertaker read his fist to hit Heyman, but the beast
appeared in it. Security failed to separate the fighting. The superstar crowd had to take on this job. Officers led Lesnar in handcuffs outside the arena. Memorable moments and quotesJesal retribution must face the most capable avengers. - Heyman. You can sell your soul to the devil, but it belongs to Brock Lennar. - Heyman.Lesnar jumps out of the grasp of
over a dozen superstars to fly in the Gravedigger. GradeA + AnalysisLay it to Heyman to understand the time of wwe. Saver waited a year plus to bring down Leshnar was a nerdo, but the lawyer sold the move. He painted a picture of the big man who gets over time. He also sold the battle for SummerSlam, as he did with so many other bouts. His sermon,
which was in a circle, made the match feel immense; the ensuing brawl made him feel massive. The action itself promises to be a disappointment thanks to what comes at such a late stage in Gravever's career. Until now, however, the build-up has been a homeo run. Roman Reigns vs. Luke Harper 6 of 9Backstooth, Bray Wyatt talks about revolution and
lowering down the Roman reign. When the action moved into the ring, Dean Ambrose showed up to make sure Reigns didn't have to deal with two enemies at the same time. Relying on clothes and right hands, Reigns snouted him with Luke Harper.He has to do that with a bad wing, though. Harper attacked Tsari's left hand, leaving her limping on the Big
Dog side for much of the contest. Wyatt was tired of sitting back and watching the action. He attacked the Kings, inciting an altercation between former Members of The Shield and the Wyatt family. It was a fight that ended with the baby face chasing the heels out of the ring. The result Rezaian wins through disqualification. Memorable moments and
quotesYou chose it. You anointed him. Now, you're going to burn for him. Harper Reigns reigns from the ring on his bad hand. Harper reigns with one hand. Reigns his punching apron drop and Wyatt and Harper.GradeA-Analysis The two games and promo are proof of what Harper earned from Harper's fine of Wyatt.Harper when adding a line to a speech,
as he did with Wyatt here, but he can't handle his job alone. And after months of wandering alone, WWE unsure what to do with him, it suddenly becomes the higher story that to ignite. They have demonstrated the power of Harper's reign and viciousness. It was the best action of the ring all night, despite the non-climactic ending. Set Rollins, who faces John
Cena 7 of 9St Rollins, rubs off on the fact that he retains the world title in battlegro battlegro. He said a lot of punk-like punk speeches that he didn't get the respect he felt he owed. He asked Lillian Garcia to declare that Rollins was still a champion while grinning. John Cena soon appeared, his own title in hand. He was talking about the achievements he
brings to his championship. Both title holders intervened. Xena challenged the world champion; Rollins chose to perform. Memorable moments and quotes I don't care about Brock Lesnar. - Rollins. So thank you, Set Rollins, for being so docked, greasy, weasel, crushing, selling, bad excuse for a champion. Rollins pushes a microphone into Son's chest. The
surprising nature of this meeting made it exciting. At first I felt crazy, but soon it made sense, because the sense of honor made him go after Valins.Passion and energy here. But the segment was too heavy to reduce Rollens' confidence. Yes, he is, but Cena started talking about Roulyns, who devalued the WWE title. It's a mistake, it's a mistake, it's a
mistake. This award should remain the holy grail of the WWE. Becky Lynch and Paige opposite Naomi and Sasha Banks8 of 9C team Bella provided guest comments, an angry Naomi took it to Becky Lynch. The Orange wrestler struggled as control of the match didn't last long for any team early. When Sasha Banks was offended, she tried to insult her
enemies. She also mocked Lynch and Paige and gave away a few stings. Lynch played the victim for a while. She absorbs punishment before settling in with her partner. Paige turned around with flying bodies, hard hit landings and eventually Banks bending Paige back until she left. ResultBanks and Naomi win by filing. Lynch's memorable moments and
quotes hit a trampoline in Banks' face. Are these the last days of the Bella empire? John Bradshaw Layfield. Paige rattles Naomi with a sequence of knees in her face. Grade B+Analytics Ringtone and a strong sense of implosion between the teams helped the engaging moment. NXT transplants are not hampered by being asked to take off their sets of
moves. One of the best offerings of the night demonstrates this still-evolving rivalry with three teams, as well as an additional audience performance to Lynch and Banks. And WWE is sure these newcomers look strong. After dominating much of the Triple Threat match at Battlefield, the Banks got a big performance here. He made a comment from the Bellas
with heavy comparisons of Ronda Rousey to Nikki Bella, hurting what was otherwise a success. Randy Orton, Esaro and John Sinaro vs. Sheamus, Rusev and Kevin Owens 9 of 9A whirlwind of disharmony changed Six people quickly collided. Kevin Owens furiously defeated John Cena. The heels worked on Zzaro. That's when the fight started. An
unintentional confrontation between Owens and Shayam left the two men fighting each other, not their opponents. A Celtic warrior has invaded after curling up the former NXT champion. That's when Owens was about to jump. He had a disagreement with Rusev, which ended with a super-token. Owens left, leaving Rusev alone against Randy Orton and the
company. Lana and Summer Ray, who were backstage before the action, met on the downtown stage midway through that match. Lana threw her shoe at Summer and hit her. The Bulgarian rough watched before a three-way punch was laid. Orton pressed his signature for the rest of Rousseff's evening. ResultPrice, Esaro and Orton win through pinfal.
Memorable moments and quotesDimensional paradise dresses just like Lana.Cezaro landed on his feet after turning over the top rope. Owens hit Cesaro with a code breaker. Get in here, you idiot! -Owen on Rusev.Esaro sling Rusev at RKO by Orton.GradeC +AnalysisWhat felt like a home show main event, cut from the salary of after the bidding battle for
some reason. While much of Primal Force on Monday was spent in better storylines, it all managed to show us more feline fighting in short dresses. This story of Rusev-Lana feels as if she was moving on the spot, even with violent encounters like these. It's a story with a little juice that offers little motivation to look ahead. To put this in this most prominent
place is a mistake. So, an irresistible match with a hacked story ends the biggest successful night of the fight. Fight.
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